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A

rtist Jennifer Kuri is currently working on a project that won't be exhibited in full until 2017. That's a

ways away, but she'll need that time. “Global Women Project” will eventually be a cycle of portraits of 13
different women around the world who are working to improve their social, political, and physical environments. Whitewall spoke with Kuri about the impetus behind the huge undertaking.
WHITEWALL: “Global Women Project,” the final version of which will be presented in 2017 in coordination
with the Venice Biennale, will depict 13 international women working to improve their social, political, and
physical environments. How did the idea for the project come about?
JENNIFER KURI: The idea came to me on completing an exhibit for Women's History Month at the
Napa Museum of Art. The show included paintings portraying the members of a Bay Area women's club,
an intimate long-term circle in which I'd taken part. My paintings included many private references to the
lives of my friends. Interacting with the audience for the show, I was particularly impacted by the strong
connections felt by female viewers who sought identity with one or another of the various subjects. I came
to realize that, through my artistic depictions I could inspire the feminine voice by stepping into the lives
of significant women around the world, women who were making a difference.

WW: How did you choose the women?
JK: A list of women occurred to me immediately. I first contacted
Lebanese documentary filmmaker Soula Saad, whom I knew was
doing a project with inspirational women musicians and writers
around the world. Soula was just finishing a film, Beirut Rising,
about the political assassination of Lebanon's democratically elected leader and the peace movement that inspired. I was inspired to
delve into Soula's own life.
At the same time my husband was being asked to speak around
the world about the responsibility of journalists and the media; I
was accompanying him when I became aware of Saudi women's
rights activist Nadine Al Bedair. The project rapidly gained interest, and soon I found that, almost anywhere I went, people could
tell me of an incredible woman I should meet, or were willing to
make an introduction to women who hold powerful positions.
My third interview then, was with Panama's former Deputy
Minister of Foreign Affairs Rossana Castrellon.
WW: The project is finished portrait paintings of each woman. How
do you compile information about each woman? Do you follow them
for a period of time?
JK: I begin with research, then I send them a lengthy questionnaire covering everything from their work to their favorite spice,
and everything in between. I assimilate all the information and
prepare for the actual interview. My challenge is then to distill all
the media documentation (footage of the subjects' own work, segments of interviews) and the painting itself into portraits of their
lives at that point. The period between the media compilation
and the production of the actual portraits is to be recorded with
journal entries and documentary footage.
The time I get to spend with each woman differs greatly. So far I
have been given anywhere from one to four days to conduct the
interview process. I had a request in with Benazir Bhutto before
she left Dubai for Pakistan to campaign; I heard back that 4
hours would most likely be the maximum time she could give.
Unsure if I could cover her in that short a time, I postponed the
conversation. And of course, she was then assassinated while campaigning. That experience shook me up, but also prepared me to
expect almost anything - in terms of time as well as in terms of
events.
WW: The first portrayals, which was previewed at the end of
October, featured Nadine Al Bedair, Soula Saad, and Nivia Rossana
Castrellon. What about these women caught your attention? What
are you hoping viewers will take away from their stories?

JK: In Soula Saad's case I wanted to convey her hope for unity between Lebanon's Christians and Muslims over
a common love of country, and how she and the people she was portraying have dealt with the country's lapse
into conservatism and have struggled not to be discouraged.
Nadine is a staunch activist on behalf of women seeking to assure their rights in middle-east societies, having
actively fought, for instance, for a women's right to drive. She, too, has suffered setbacks, but continues on
regardless.
Rossana Castrellon, being the former Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and remains a force in her country
heading 5 major organizations on education, and among other things, the proper education of mentally challenged children - among whom is her own son.
WW: Do you know whom else you will be portraying?
JK: Several women have already made my “short list” through private conversation or pending introduction.
Those include former U.S. Secretary of State Madeline Albright, American poet Alice Walker, the U.K.'s
Baroness Cox of Queensbury who leads an international NGO dedicated to human rights relief. Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf, first women president in Africa…and the list goes on. Decisions will be made around availability for next
interviews and judiciously I would like to make the selections to cover the globe by divisions of cultures and hot
spots of women's issues in the thirteen choices.
I feel fortunate at this point to have an increasing list of inspiring women to whom I am gaining access.
This 3D work will surface again later in the year in New York and Miami.

WW: About “Global Women Project” you said, “I have long appreciated the conceptual underpinnings and the importance of process in an artistic project that exists in the social sphere. I thus regard the 'Global Women Project' as a
social as well as aesthetic effort.” What are some of the challenges when creating art meant for a more social impact?
JK: The biggest challenge is making art that conveys its message while still remaining art. The whole Global
Women's Project can be considered one huge artwork. All the effort I put into it is a kind of performance. All
the material I compile on the women is art as well as documentation. I'm also collaborating with other artists by
incorporating their work on a “bulletin board” which comprises roughly half of each piece. The result is a multidimensional articulation of each of my subjects' voices-it's something that I wouldn't be able to accomplish as
dynamically as the sole contributor. I'm foremost a painter, so the finished portraits are the high points of an
ongoing process, but it's that entire process I want to convey to people in every way.
Jeanne-Claude and Christo considered every map, every town meeting, every legal document, part of their overall artwork. I worked with them, and learned from them that art is a way of living and thinking, not just producing.
WW: What's next for Global Women Project?
JK: In September I'll be previewing work on my second subject, Nadine from Saudi Arabia, at a project space in
the Culver City arts district, where I'll also be introducing some additional multimedia.
Part of the upcoming multimedia work will be video of sea creatures-utilizing a proprietary 3D format which
allows viewers to see images in 3D without glasses-related to the work of Sylvia Earle, a marine biologist known
as “Her Deepness” whose vocation is to save the world's oceans. Among her many actions is her work at the
Sargasso Sea-a mid-ocean sea known as the world's only “sea without shores”-where she's instrumental in the
protection of young coral reefs. Currently 12% of the planet's landmass is protected area, but less than 1% of
the ocean is. That's a big discrepancy she's working to reverse.
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